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“We all share the human condition. We will, all of us, become ill at various times. We all will, with certainty, grow old and die.” -- David Devore (Devore, 1992, last para.) With the ever expanding world of possibilities found in genetic testing, society has made significant advances on a quest for immortality. Yet, despite even the greatest advances in both science and technology, people continue to battle disease and illness, and immortality still remains a mythological hope. Genetic testing has offered a small amount of hope in avoiding some of this feared pain and suffering, but before fully embracing this glimmer of hope, society must seriously consider the ramifications that could directly affect every individual. For instance, if the United States government attempted to prevent severe, unwanted diseases and disorders by mandating genetic testing for all couples planning to wed, Americans would face a significant threat to their moral and ethical beliefs. The consequences that would arise as a result would not prove worth the benefits. With mandatory genetic testing for premarital couples, Americans would change societal standards for the worse, overlook the potential over-emphasis on genetics, and expand methods of discrimination. From the beginning, one must assume that if given the opportunity to avoid having a child with a severe genetic disease or disorder, most, if not all, couples would take any and all necessary measures to avoid this outcome. At the very least, certain social stigmas as well as lifelong complications surround a person who suffers from a genetic disease. As history shows, people try to avoid these social stigmas and life complications. During the 1960s, American culture and society supported discrimination based on race. As a result, any white person who married a black person faced a burdensome life marked by social stereotypes and stigmas. Thus, most people avoided interracial marriage with only four-tenths of a percent of all married couples being between two races and only thirty-two percent of those marriages occurring 1



between a black person and a white person (U.S. Census Bureau, 1994, Table 1). Today, with these social stigmas disappearing, over five percent of all couples are in an interracial marriage (Lobe, 2005, para. 3). Quite similar to the way that people avoided social stigmas surrounding marriage, most people will avoid having children with severe genetic diseases if they can avoid subjecting them to the social stigmas attached. If the United States government mandated genetic tests for serious conditions, Americans would start down a long road of shaping new societal standards pertaining to a person’s ideal genetic make-up. According to the Human Genome Project (2007), “more than 1,000 genetic tests are available from testing laboratories” (quest. 3). Furthermore, an article from the Woodrow Wilson Biology Institute (1992) explains that “genetic diagnosis is currently available for…sex, abnormal chromosome number, early [and]… late onset conditions, susceptibility to, and carriers of recessive genes” (Table 1). Theoretically, if the government began by choosing to mandate genetic tests only for serious genetic diseases, then with such technology currently available, little would stand in the way of preventing the U.S. government from expanding these mandatory genetic tests to such genetic factors as sex, height, weight, and predisposition for mild genetic conditions. David Devore (1992) expresses this concern about drawing a line at serious diseases, “One of the problems posed by recent developments in molecular genetics is the actual definition of what constitutes a ‘disease.’ There is precedent for defining deviations from the statistical norm, such as high blood pressure or obesity, as ‘disease’” (Ethical Issues, para. 5). Clearly, the strong potential would remain for the parents, and potentially the government, to create a population that appears “normal” in every way according to society’s standards. As a result of what Ted Peters (2001) calls this “Perfect Child Syndrome,” (The Perfect-Child Syndrome) he concludes that “those who might be born with a disability and with the potential 2



for leading a productive and fulfilling life might never see the light of day” (The Perfect-Child Syndrome). Thus, a small step in the direction of mandating genetic testing must be weighed for this serious consequence. Not only does mandatory genetic testing threaten the life of a person who may have a serious genetic disease, but mandatory genetic testing also threatens the life of the unborn individual with mild or even minor genetic abnormalities. In addition to negatively affecting our social standards, genetic testing encourages us to overlook two important positive aspects of our society. First, our culture and society greatly benefit from the disabled or those with lifelong diseases. As Ted Peters (2001) states, “Disabled persons deserve dignity and encouragement. Such people frequently gain victory in their difficult life struggles” (The Perfect-Child Syndrome). As a whole, these people serve as important motivators and encourages in our society. Lance Armstrong serves as one real life example. Through his victories in overcoming cancer and repeatedly winning the Tour de France, he serves as a motivator and leader for all individuals with cancer. Although Lance Armstrong may have personally appreciated not ever having cancer, his perseverance and success serve as inspiration for those around him. The second positive factor of our society that could be lost with an over-emphasis on genetic testing remains the threat of overlooking the role of other factors in causing disease and disability. Generally, genetics does not work along, but rather plays a part along with environmental factors in influencing whether or not a person acquires a disease. According to Regina Kenen (1996), a professor of sociology at Trenton State College, “Cultural, social, and environmental influences interact with genes, and genes interact with the rest of the cell. Thus, scientific and medical predictions of the future for individuals with certain genetic conditions may not be accurate” (Genes and the Environment). Thus, although genetic testing does provide some base level of information for an individual, mandating genetic testing 3



encourages scientists as well as society to ignore extraneous factors and over-emphasizes the need to focus on genetics in medicine. Mandatory genetic testing will have two, long-term negative consequences that surpass the magnitude of any other negative consequence of genetic testing: violation of privacy and discrimination. Today, when a person has a genetic test performed on them, no guarantee exists that this information will remain private. Employers and insurance companies can very readily attain this information (Genetic Testing is Harmful, 1999, Privacy Invasion). Furthermore, if genetic test results could be kept out of the hands of employers and insurance companies, then other factors, such as frequent visits to a doctor, could alert insurance companies and employers to potential health threats for an individual (National Institutes of Health, Privacy). With insurance companies and employers already having such easy and nearly unavoidable access to a patient’s test results, the most likely result will be discrimination against those individuals who test positive for a genetic condition or predisposition. In fact, this form of discrimination has already begun to take place among those who have voluntarily had genetic tests performed. Currently, having a genetic test performed on you subjects you “to losing health care coverage, to paying increased rates, to not getting the job you want, or to suffering other forms of discrimination” (Genetic Testing is Harmful, 1999, Privacy Invasion). The National Institutes of Health (NIH) backs this point when they claim that “some people have been denied health insurance, some have lost jobs or promotions, and some have been turned down for adoptions because of their gene status” (Privacy). This information becomes even more astounding when taking into full consideration the fact that these people who have lost health insurance, jobs, and adoption opportunities have voluntarily undergone genetic testing. If the government were to mandate these genetic tests, the ability to keep the results private decreases. The NIH further 4



reports that “Assurances of confidentiality may be more difficult to come by when larger numbers of people have access to the results” (Privacy). Clearly, when more people have these tests performed, there will be more people involved in administering and processing these tests, and the government could potentially have access to these results. To avoid such a threat to the privacy and overall quality of life and care for all patients, the United States government must avoid mandating these genetic tests. If the United States government mandated genetic testing for premarital couples, Americans would face changing societal standards, an over-emphasis on the power of genetics, and a loss of privacy followed by increased discrimination. With a focus on genetic testing, the United States will experience numerous negative consequences, see a decline in the values of society, and lose fundamental rights, such as privacy. Although everyone would like to avoid pain and suffering, the benefit of a few would come at the sacrifice of many when mandatory genetic testing comes into question. Perhaps the weightiest of truths remains in the fact that inevitably “we all will, with certainty, grow old and die,” and even with the best possible genetic testing, we cannot attain immortality (Devore, 1992, last para.).
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